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Abstract. The motion field of the upper atmospherewas studiedwith the aid of sodium
trails broughtto the 100-kmlevel by meansof a V•ronique rocket.Below 102 km the trail
showsglobulardistortions
in the formof elementshavingan averagediameterof 0.5km; above
that heightthe trail is completelysmooth,thoughhighly curved,showingno smallirregularities. The turbulencestate of the upper atmospherewas studiedby investigatingdiffusionof
the sodiumatoms.Above102km the broadeningof the trail canbe completelyaccountedfor by
moleculardiffusion;below that height the observedrate of increaseof the globulediameters
canbe explainedonly by assuming
a combinationof molecularand turbulentdiffusion.This informationand the increasingchemicaldifferentiationabove 102km stronglyindicatethat the
100-km level marks the difference between the turbulent and the nonturbulent parts of the

upper atmosphere.The absenceof turbulencefix the upper atmosphereis bound to be due
to the increasing
relativeimportanceof the frictionforcesthere.The Reynoldsnumberrapidly
decreases
with increasingatmosphericheight. The absenceor occurrenceof turbulencecannot
be due to shear effects: the Richardson number is too great in the region studied by us,
which showsthat shear turbulence is not to be expectedin this part of the earth's atmosphere.

Sincethe energyfed into the turbulencefield is rather small,turbulencecannotbe fully developed; in fact, it is predictedthat the turbulentelementcan only have diameterssmallerthan
about 2 km, whichis not in disagreement
with the observedelementdiameter of 0.5 km. The
smallestvisible wavelengthof the motion field is of the order 50 to 100 meters, in agreement
with ionosphericinvestigations(20 to 60 meters) and theoreticalpredictions(60 meters).

is smooth,though highly curved, whereasthe
lower part is more turbulent. The trail consists
of elementshaving an average diameter of 0.5
km. The divisionlevel betweenthesetwo parts
of the trail is rather sharp,not wider than about
i km. This 'turbulence'is a real atmospheric
1840 UT in the Sahara about half an hour
effect; it cannot be due to interaction of the
after sunset.The sky was already dark, but in rocket with the surroundingair, sinceit is obthe upper atmospherethe sodiumtrail was il- served both when the rocket is ascendingand
luminated by sunlightand was thus visible as when it is descendingand sinceother observers
a yellow trail againstthe dark sky. The ob- with other instruments have measured similar
servationsshow that the trail is very rapidly affects;they alsofound the transitionto occur
deformed by the strong windshear prevailing at the same height level [Groves and others,
in the upper part of the upper atmosphere.An 1960].
In this paper we examinewhetherthe irreguessentialfeature, however,seemsto be that the
part of the trail abovea certainlevel (102 km) lar aspect of the trail below 102 km is really
due to turbulence,turbulencebeing definedin

1. Observations. The results presentedin
this investigation are based mainly on the
study of a trail of sodiumvapor broughtby
a V•ronique rocket into the earth's upper atmospherebetween heights of 80 and 120 km.
The firing took place on March 10, 1959, at

• Basedon a paper presentedat the International
Symposium on Fundamental Problems in Turbulence and Their Relation to Geophysicssponsored
by the International Union of Geodesy and Geophysicsand the International Union of Theoretical
and Applied Mechanics,held September 4-9, 1961,
in Marseilles, France.

the aerodynamical sense: as a motion field so

irregular that it can be describedonly by statistical methods,energybeing fed into it in the
region of long wavelengthsand dissipatedby
viscosityin the region of smaller wavelengths.
One of the most important ways to investigate
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this questionis the study of the diffusion of
the gas moleculesin the region concerned.
2. Turbulent and ambipolardiffusion. It was
shown by Blamont [1960] that in the region
above 102 km we are dealing with molecular
diffusiononly, not with turbulent diffusion.The
theory of ambipolar diffusion shows that the
distribution

of the sodium atoms as a function
distance r to the center of the trail

of the
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shouldbe Gaussian:exp (--F/L2). A plot of L'
as a function of the time t since the origin of
the trail should be a straight line and should
permit one to derive the diffusioncoefficient.
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Such measurements

103

made for altitudes

of 104

and 113 km, hencein the smoothpart of the
trail, yielded perfectly linear relationsbetween
L 2 and t, and diffusioncoefficients
in agreement
with the theory of moleculardiffusion(Fig. 1).
Hence, turbulent diffusionis negligiblein the
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region above 102 km.

The samedoesnot apply to the observations
below 102 km. In that region the speed of
growth of the globules was examined on a
series of photographs of a trail, taken on
March 2, 1960, with a Newtoniantelescopein
fairly rapid succession
and with rather short
exposuretimes. On the photographs,which refer to the descending
part of the trail, the diameters of singleglobuleswere measured.One
minute •fter the ejection of the trail the
averagediameter of the globuleswas 90 meters;
it increasedto 500 meters in 120 seconds;hence
the speed of expansionwas 3.3 meters per
second.

trails, as measuredby Greenhow.Open circles:diameters of sodium globules,measuredin the trail
of March 2, 1960. The lines show the suggested
variation of the globular diameter r as a function
of the time t.

t < t•: molecular diffusion: r s = 4 Dt.

t, • t • t•: transition region: r • = 4/3 wt3.
t • t•: pure eddy diffusion: r
From the graph we derive t• = 30 sec; t•. • 15
min; w = 70 erg g-• sec-•.

These resultscan be compareddirectly with
those derived from the diffusion of meteor trails

observedby radar technique.Figure 2 compares
our measuredglobulardiameterswith diameters
of meteor trails observed at a slightly lower
height level [Greenhow, 1959]. The agreement
betweenthesedifferentkinds of resultsis fairly
satisfactory.
It appears that these observationscan be
describedrather well by the relation
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Fig. 2. Molecular and eddy diffusion (after
Greenhow[1959]). Dots: average diameters of meteor

km

log r -- log t •- constant
whereasmoleculardiffusiontheory wouldrequire
Z = 104

km

logr2 = log t •- constant
!
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Fig. 1. Diffusion as a function of time.

thereforethe theory of ambipolardiffusiondoes
not apply to these observations.
The theory of turbulent diffusion in the
earth's upper atmospherehas been stated by
Booker [1956] and by Booker and Cohen
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[1956]. An element of gas first expands according to molecular diffusion,with a diffusion
constantD -- 4 meteF sec-•, at the 90-km level
until a time t• after the ejection of the cloud.
Here t• is the time constant of the smallest
elements of the turbulence field. We have t• --

/•v•-•, where l• is the scale of the smallest elements and v• the average turbulent velocities
of these elements.

If t• is the time constantof the large elements
of the field,then for a time t • t• after the ejection of the trail the rate of dispersalof the trail
is given by the coefficientof eddy diffusion
De -

v212

where v• and/• are the velocity and scaleof the
large-scale turbulence.
It

can be shown that

for the time interval

between t• and t• the coefiqcientof diffusion is

wt•, where w is the rate of supply of energy
to the large eddies of the turbulence field.
The consequent expansion velocity of the
trail is given by
r

2

= 4Dr

r2 -- •w
4
r

for

t •

for

tl •

-- 4v21•t for

t •

tl
t •
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3. Statistics o[ the motion field in the upper
atmosphere. To give an idea of the motion
field in the earth's upper atmospherewe have
selectedtwo photographicobservationsobtained
from the station Barga at 18h 42m Osand 18h
45m 30s, where the rocket was ascendingand
descending,respectively.A slightly twisted descendingtrail had been formed but it was still
not deviating much from linearity, which allowed us to assumethat the displacementswere
proportionalto the local wind velocities.The
displacementof the trail, as comparedwith the
path of the rocket, was measuredfor 90 points
in both the ascendingand the descendingparts
of the trail. The measured part was situated
between altitudes of 102 and 86 km. The height
differencebetween two consecutivepoints was
thus 0.18 km.

For these 90 points we have measuredthe
average velocity difference

--

-

+ z)]

where z has been given values between 0.18
and 9 km, and where mean values have been
taken over all possiblex values along the trail.
Accordingto Kolmogoroff'slaw we shouldexpect

t•

Comparisonof this theory with the observations shows, as has already been noticed by
Greenhow [1959], that molecular diffusionremains the main broadening mechanism until
about I minute after the formation

of the trail.

but only for very large values of Re and for
small values of z.

Instead, we obtaineda much higher value of
the exponent (Fig. 3), namely 1.45 for the ascendingpart and 1.60 for the descendingpart.

This behavior and the subsequentexpansion The mean is 1.51. To examine this result further
show that w, the rate of supply of energy to we applied a similar treatment to observations
the field, is about 70 erg g-• sec-•. This value obtained at another V•ronique firing, that of
is smaller (by a factor 3.10•) than the value March 2, 1960, at which photographsshowing
initially predictedby Booker [1956]. The value much smaller details were obtained by J. Texeof t• is about 30 sec,which, assuming/• -- 60 reau with the aid of a Newton telescopehaving
meters (see section7), yields v• -- 2 meters/ an objective diameter of 250 mm and a focal
length of 1255.5 mm. The film was Kodak Tri
sec, a not unreasonablevalue.
Remark.
It will be noticed that the relaX; the exposureswere taken through a Wrattion between r and t found by us in the transi- ten filter 23A. Two photographstaken at 18h
tion region (t • t•) doesnot fulfill exactlythe 35m Os and 18h 35m 06s, or 7 minutes and 7
law predictedby Booker.The slopefound by minutes 6 secondsafter the launching,with exGreenhow and us is slightly less. The reason posuretimes of 1 and 2 seconds,respectively,
for this small discrepancymay be found in the reve•led sharp imagesof sectionsof the descendfact that the motion field of the upper atmos- ing part of the trail.
A part of the trail has been subjectedto a
phereis not a Kolmogorovfield, whichhas indeedbeen implicitly assumedby Bo.okerin de- spectrum analysis,as describedabove, yielding
velopinghis theory (see, e.g., Booker [1956], the result that here too Kolmogoroff's law is
not satisfied; we find
equation8, p. 680; see also section3).
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4. The Reynolds and Richardsonnumbers.

i

The next point is to accountfor the changein

eS e
o

character of the motion field at the 102-km
level. That turbulence occurs below 102 km

o

IOO

might be due to the decreaseof the kinematic
viscosity below that level (hence an increase
of the Reynolds number above a certain criti-

cal value), but it might also be due to wind
shear (leading to a Richardson number exceeding a certain critical value).
In normal hydrodynamicalflow experiments
the Reynolds number is defined as the ratio
betweenthe forcesof inertia and friction, vl/v,
where v is the velocity of the gas with respect
to the walls of the experiment tube, 1 is the
diameter of the tube, and v is the kinematic
viscosity. In the present case, where we are
dealingwith a free atmosphere,neither v nor l
can be defined in the classicalway. Therefore
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10km

we must introducea new definitio• of the ReTnoldsnumber,whichin a sensehasnothingto do
Fig. 3. The spectrumoœthe windmotions(pre- with the classical definition and which could,
sumablynot of turbulence):log {Av(z)}* agains• if necessary,be given another name. Let us call
log z. Dashedis the gradientoœthe Kolmogoroff it the Reynolds number for a free atmosphere.
spectrum(----2/3). Trail of March 10, 1959.Open
In this new definition,we replacel by H, H becircles,ascendingpart; dots, descendingpart.
ing the length correspondingto the maximum
of the turbulencespectrumor the vertical correlation

distance.

This

vertical

characteristic

the exponentbeing the averageof those de- length of the motion field is of the same order
rived for the two photographs(1.4 and 1.1). as the scale height of the atmosphere (essenThis result essentiallyconfirms that derived tially the same conclusionas was reached by
from the firing of March 10, 1959.

In the spectrumof March 10, 1959, a clear
maximum

is visible at a vertical

distance z •

6 km, showingthat the wind motionsin the
upper atmospherehave a correlationdistance
of that order.

The same conclusionwas also reached by an

Greenhowand Neuleld [1959]. For the velocity
v we shouldtake the averageabsolutevalue of
the relative velocity vector

<I,,'where we should further take into consideration

that • is mostly closeto zero, and that the mean
investigationof radar reflectionsof long-lived shouldbe a 'running' one, taken over a height
meteor trails by Greenhow[1959] and Green- region of, s•y, 5 to 10 km.
how and Neu/eld [1959], who studiedthe correHaving thus definedthe Reynoldsnumber for
lation betweenthe wind velocitiesat two points the free atmosphere,we are able to computeits
at different distances and found that the motion
value for different heights.
field is anisotropic.The vertical correlationdisThe numerical computationswere made for
rance is 7 km; the horizontal correlationdis- two modern model atmospheres published
rance is of the order of 150 km.
,•lmost simultaneously' the ARDC model of
We therefore conclude that the assumption Minzer, Champion,and Pond [1959] and that of
of taking the correlationdistanceof the at- Nicolet [1959].
mosphereequal to the scaleheight finds a jusThe ARDC model 1959 gives the viscosity
tiffcationin the presentstudy of the V•ronique only up to a height of 90 km; we have computed
sodiumtrail of March 10, 1959, and in the ear- this function above that height with the welllier studies of meteor trails.
known but rather rough expression
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(1)

where c is the mean molecularvelocity and l/is
the mean free path of the gas particles.Errors
of a factor 2 or even more are perhapspossible,
owing to the approximatenature of equation 1
and to uncertaintiesin the model atmosphere
used. In NicoleUs model atmospherey is given
in tabular form for the whole region of interest
to us.

Values for the wind velocities as a function of
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only for Re > 2000, if in the computationof
Re lr is put equalto the localscaleheightH of
the atmosphere.The differencesbetweenthe
resultsfound for the two modelsclearly reflect
the uncertainties still existing in upper atmospheric models.
The results of this section show that indeed

the increaseof kinematic viscositywith height

leadsto a strongdecrease
of the Reynoldsnumber
with increasingheight,and this in fact couldbe
the cause of the inhibition of turbulence above

height were derived from the measurements a certain level. Interestingly, the absenceof
made at the same rocket firing (see Fig. 4), turbulenceabove100km waspredictedearlierby
whereasa value for lower heights (85 km) has Stewart[1959]and by deJager[1952].
been taken from radar observations of meteors

To investigatethe next point, whethershear
[Greenhowand Neu)•eld,1959]. Open circlesin turbulencecan be expectedin this part of the
Figure 4 representuncertain values; the solid atmosphere,
the generalized
Richardson
number
curve has beendrawn by hand.
has been computed:
The resultingvalues of log Re are shown in
Figure 5. This figure showsthat at the height
of transition (102 kin) Re • 2 X 10a with an
estimateduncertainty of a factor 2. In fact the

(lhi2g
(dT
-•'
+r )(d•)

value 2 X 10a is reached at a height of 97 km

In this expression
l• is the diameterof the tur-

in the ARDC

bulence elements, lm the momentum mixing

model and at 108 km in Nicolet's

model. At the observed transition height (102
km) Re = 1200 for the ARDC model and 3000
for NicoleUs model. The present discussion
showsthat apparently in the upper atmosphere
well-developed
small-scaleturbulenceis possible

length,g the acceleration
of gravity,t the temperature,and F is not criticalfor the following
part of this paper.Essentiallythe Richardson
numberis proportionalto the quotientof the
gainof potential
energyof a gasvolumebrought
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Fig. 4. Wind velocitiesin the 100-kinregion,derived from measurements
of the trail of
March 10,1959,kindly communicated
by Miss Baguette.Opencirclesrepresentuncertainvalues.The plot at 85 km is derived from meteor measurements[Greenhow, 1959].
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However, it can be shownthat, in the part of
the atmospherewhereaccordingto the Reynolds
criterion turbulence can exist, the motion field
can give rise only to rather small globules and
not to a well-developedsystem of turbulent
motions with elements having an average
diameter of the order of the scaleheight of the
atmosphere. Turning back to the generalized
form of the equationfor the Richardsonnumber

(equation1), we might ask for the ratio
for which the generalized Richardson number
Ri* is smaller than unity. It appears that
throughout the part of the atmospherestudied

by us this is the casefor lh/l,•• 0.3. This means

5

80

90

I00

I10

120 km

Fig. 5. The computedReynoldsnumberin the
high atmosphere.Solid curve' resultsfor the ARDC
model. Dashed curve' for Nicolet model. The criti-

cal Reynoldsnumber (•2 X 103)is reachedat 97
km and 111km for the two modelatmospheres.

that the elementsof turbulencein the part of
the atmospherewhere turbulencecan exist will
have a limited diameter. Assumingl• - 6 km,
we obtain lh -- 2 kin. Hence, we find that the
maximum possibleglobule diameter is of the
order of 2 km. This is not in contradiction

to

the observation that the average diameter is
about 0.5 kin. Mostly the globulesfade away
when growing, so that the evolution of globules
of i km or more cannot be studied. It would be

upward, and the kinetic energy to which this
displacement is due. lh is the distance over

whichthe volumeof gascan be displacedas the
result of the kinetic energy, derived from the
shearvelocityfield of the gas.
With the usualassumptionlh-- lmthe Richardson number returns to its usual definition and

can be computedthroughthe atmosphere.Here
we have assumedF -- 9.9 X 10-• dogK cm%
a value valid near the ground level of a dry
atmosphere.At the 100-km level it may be
somewhatless,but its value is not critical.
The Richardsonnumber thus simplifiedhas
been computed for the whole atmosphere
between80 and 120 km; its value is foundto be
everywhere much greater than unity, which
shows that the shear velocities of the motion

field yield an insufficientenergy to produce
turbulence in that region of the atmosphere.
Furthermore, nothing particular happenswith
the Richardsonnumber in the region near 102
km. This also provesthat viscosityrather than
shear effects determines the existence or non-

existenceof turbulencein the upper atmosphere.
This conclusionis in agreementwith one reached
earlier by Sheppard[1959],who stated that shear
turbulenceis not to be expectedin the mtsosphere
and thermospherc.

interesting to emit a number of small, discrete,
very denseglobulesand measuretheir expansion
rate, especiallyfor diametersnear 2 kin.
We concludethat, even in the regionsof the
atmosphere where turbulence can develop
cording to the Reynolds criterion this can
happen only below about 100 kin), the shear
turbulent energy is small, so that it is possible
to develop only rather small turbulent elements,
with maximum diameters of the order of 2 kin;
larger elementscannotdevelop.Thesemaximum
valuesof l• are in reasonableagreementwith the
observedaveragediameters,about 0.5 kin.
Another quantity of interest is the smallest
wavelength of the turbulence field. It can be
found only with the aid of photographstaken
with very high resolvingpower. Such pictures
have been obtainedof the trail of March 2, 1960,
using the Newtonian telescope.
On these photographs,the trails do not show
motions with wavelengthsshorter than about
2', corresponding,at the distance of the trail
(120 kin), to a length of 70 meters. Hence we
conclude that the smallest visible wavelengths
in the turbulent part of the cloudare of the order
of 50 to 100 meters. This value is in good agreement with that found from the scattering of
radio waves.
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side this value can be

perfectly understood. The theory of isotropic
turbulence shows that the wave number kd

where the viscouseffectsbecomevery strong is
given by (cf. Hinze [1959],p. 184):

=

3119
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where w is the rate of energy supply to the
motion field and v is the kinematic viscosity.
In section 3 it was shown that
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